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Abstract

Ameloblastoma is an odontogenic epithelium tumor very rare in children. It is histologically benign with locally extensive potential justifying the nickname “benign tumor with local malignancy”. The aim of our study was to start from a clinical case data and tried to bring out key elements of a specific therapeutic approach in children. We report the observation of a 5 y old girl, weighing 16 kg with a height of 1.05 m and presenting a voluminous tumor of the left mandible. The history taking noted the up raising marked by a progressive painless increase in size of the mandible without dental malocclusion, five months earlier. In her background check we noticed complete vaccination, heterozygote sickle cell disease at her 59 y old father. The examination found asymmetry of the lower part of the face and a voluminous mass blowing the alveolar rampart of the left mandible. The medical imaging evoked the diagnosis and histology after excision confirmed ameloblastoma. Then, reconstruction of the loss of bone by an inferior pedicled Facial Artery Muscular Mucosal (FAMM) flap was performed in the 24th postoperative day. There wasn’t distant recurrence of the tumor after 4 y follow up. The clinical feature is the age of our patient, the giant aspect of the tumor at the diagnosis time and the recourse to the FAMM flap for filling bone loss.
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Introduction

Ameloblastoma is an odontogenic epithelium tumour very rare in children. It is histologically benign with locally extensive potential justifying the nickname “benign tumour with local malignancy” [1]. Its early clinical diagnosis remains very difficult because of an asymptomatic long run and surgery is the only treatment although risk of reoccurrence and low rate of malignant degeneration [2]. The aim of our study was to highlight management difficulties from a 5 y old female clinical case data and bring out the elements of a child-specific therapeutic approach.

Case Report

We report the observation of a 5 y old girl of whom history taking noted disease up raising five months earlier marked by a progressive painless increase of the mandible without dental malocclusion. She was referred to us after consultation in departments of Stomatology and Paediatrics. In her background check we noticed complete vaccination, heterozygote sickle cell disease at her 59 y old father and tonsillectomy at her 39 y old mother.

Physical examination in March 17th, 2011 found a good condition with 16 kg of weight and a height of 1.05 m. There was an isolated voluminous mass blowing the alveolar rampart of the left mandible, lying down the symphysis and causing asymmetry of the lower part of the face. There wasn’t loss of sensation in mentum territory, nor was malocclusion.

The Panoramic radiograph showed cystic radiolucent defect of the horizontal part of the left mandible; this oval-shaped lesion measured out 4 cm × 3 cm was overlying beneath incisor and canine group of teeth with a tooth bud being expelled throughout vestibular border of the mandible. The CT scanner noted multilocular enormous tumour of the mandible, blowing its cortical in some places therefore evoking an ameloblastoma.

The child underwent surgery within vestibular sulcus approach by a longitudinal incision lying 5 mm beneath attached gingiva. Thus a periosteal sharp dissection was performed locating the
left mentum foramen and exposing the mandible horizontal part. A shutter created in the lateral side of the bone discovered an enormous tumour with 6 cm main axis length, fit into its capsule and blowing the mandible wall. A conservative surgery was decided consisting in tumour excision as a whole followed by curettage and aspiration of the bone crater within muscular-mucosal suture. There were persistent bone tissue defects restored on the 24th post-operative day using a homolateral inferior pedicled FAMM Flap.

The histological examination confirmed multicystic ameloblastoma diagnosis and there wasn’t distant recurrence after four years of follow-up.

Discussion

Ameloblastoma is a very rare tumour before 10 y of age and exceptional in early childhood before 6 y. All the authors report a high frequency in the young adult with 90% of location on the mandible [3, 4]. The lesions such as dental avulsion, infections like periodontitis, pericementitis, cellulitis, have been incriminated by some authors to further epithelial stump cells proliferation of dental organ [5]. None of those factors was found in our patient.

The study has noticed the latest of consultation with a long period of five months before diagnosis and surgery. This situation could be explained by the asymptomatic long run of the tumour, low standard of living and lack of qualified maxillofacial surgery fit to the child in our regions. ZAHRA in MOROCO found a mean period of 25 months before surgery in her thesis about 10 cases with only one child aged 13 y [6].

The clinical feature was resumed by an isolated voluminous mass progressively setting and blowing the left mandible. Most of the authors have report painless and asymptomatic aspect of the tumour in its growth [7]. Some abnormalities associated to the swelling such as gingival bleeding, dental mobility or malocclusion has been reported, however [8].

Panoramic X-ray realized in our girl discovered cystic radiolucent defect off the left mandible while Computed Tomography demonstrated multilocular lesion blowing bone’s cortical. The imaging typical feature of ameloblastoma is described either as multilocular with thin grooves taking on the appearance of “soap bubbles”, or as unilocular simulating odontogenic cyst [9]. The CT-scanner and Panoramic radiograph in our patient were very suggestive of ameloblastoma but, authors as LEZY stress on the interest of MRI in tumour extension assessment [10].

Conservative surgery was performed in this case followed by reconstruction of hard loss tissue using a FAMM’s flap. This therapeutic option was guided by the young age and aesthetic concern for our girl. MOSQUEDA has proposed mandible segmental ablation with bone graft reconstruction [11]. We believe as well as ECKARDT that radical surgery presents specific complicated problems of growth in early childhood [12]. BINGER in Germany has justified indication of conservative surgery by the low risk of recurrence in the child compare to the adult [4]. The particularity in our treatment is the use of FAMM flap in bone covering (Figures 1-5).

The follow-up has showed after four years no recurrence with functional and aesthetic good results. Analysis of cystic ameloblastoma enucleation surgery world reviewed in 20 children after 5 y follow-up found recurrence in around 40% of cases [3].

Conclusion

Ameloblastoma in early childhood is very rare and seems different from adult one with a high rate of unicystic type. The diagnosis is evoked on CT scanner view and confirmed after histological examination. Its conservative surgery is justified on one hand by the low risk of recurrence comparatively to adult one and on
the other hand by specific problems of growth in bone resection option. This study has stressed on very young age of our case with giant aspect of tumor at the diagnosis time and the recourse of FAMM’s flap for filling bone loss.
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